Are you interested in an exciting career cultivating and processing cannabis? Because as you're probably
aware, the cannabis industry is growing extremely fast which is creating a huge demand for well-trained
people who understand cannabis cultivation processing and compliance. That's why we're happy to
introduce you to the Advanced Cultivation Technician Certificate Program - an eight-week, 100% online
training designed to empower you with the knowledge skills and credibility needed to succeed in the
cannabis cultivation sector today.
This 100% online program will prepare you for multiple job roles within the cannabis cultivation
ecosystem. And, it is completely self-paced, which means you can complete the lessons at your own pace
and on your own time.
The curriculum is taught exclusively by leading industry experts and operators on the front lines of
cannabis today and contains three valuable units. In the first unit you begin with cannabis compliance
training. This is important, as the industry is heavily regulated and understanding the importance of
maintaining compliance is crucial. In the second unit you will dive into a rigorous skills-based training for
cannabis cultivation covering a breadth of important topics such as: the botany and genetics of the
cannabis plant, understanding the growth cycles of the plant - including germination, transplanting, and
vegetative and flowering cycles, the different growing media, various light sources, watering essentials,
and proper ways to harvest, trim, process, cure and store cannabis to deliver the highest quality
products. In your third and final unit we focus on health and safety training, which is essential if you
want to work in cannabis. You'll learn: personal responsibility for cannabis workers, safely and
compliantly receiving and transporting cannabis products, product safety, the need for diversity equity
and inclusion in cannabis, and much more.
Once you complete the online program and pass the exam you will showcase your knowledge and
credibility to others with your official Advanced Cultivation Technician Certificate, backed by the GF
Institute, the industry standard in cannabis credentials created and supported by the industry's largest
cannabis brands and employers. In addition, you will be granted access to the GF Institute Employer
Network, which is made up of growing cannabis companies throughout the country who are eager to
hire people with this type of education and qualification.
So, whether you're brand new to cannabis or you want to level up your skills and knowledge around
cultivation processing and operations - this industry adopted credential program will help you advance
your career in the ever-expanding legal cannabis industry today. Once you register for the program, you'll
immediately gain access to the first lesson so that you can begin your educational journey right away.
The future of the cannabis industry is very bright. Don't miss your chance to participate in it today.

